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This paper extends to process algebras the notion of maximality which has initially 
been introduced for prime event structures and P /T nets and shows how this notion of 
maximality may be used for defining an adequate semantics of Basic LOTOS able to support 
action refinement. Such an approach appears tobe more convenient than the classical ST
semantics where non atomic actions are split into start and end sub-actions, as it makes 
it possible to escape from the potential state space explosion problema induced by action 
splitting. Main contributions of the paper are related to the definition of a maximality-based 
operational semantics of LOTOS and to the expression of maximality-based bisimulation 
equivalences which are shown tobe preserved under action refinement. 
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1 Introduction 

When applying top-down design approaches, one expects that several good properties, in 
particular equivalence relations, be preserved under action refinement. It is however well 
known that the classical interleaving-based bisimulations (either the strong or the weak) 
are not preserved. For this reason, several authors have proposed new semantics, and by 
the way new equivalence relations, which have been proven to be preserved under action 
refinement (look at [16] for an extensive survey). 

The interleaving ST-bisimulation (ST-bisimulation in short) without silent moves has 
been defined on Petri nets [17], and further on prime event structures [15]. The basic idea 
of the ST-bisimulation is the following: if actions are not atomic, then a system state is 
determined by (i) the actions that have already taken place and (ii) the actions that have 
started, but not yet finished their execution. If a bisimulation relates these states, then it 
bas also to relate explicitly these ongoing actions. 
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Let overlined and underlined a.ction names correspond respectively to the start and the 
end of these a.ctions, as illustrated below: 

a; g; stop ~ g; stop ~ stop 
~ .._"_...., -s, s2 s3 

It can be noted that action a ha.s not yet started its execution in state S1 , that it is being 
executed in state S2 , and finally that it has terminated its execution in state S3 • 

The ST-semantics, using the splitting technique introduced above, has been applied in 
the literature to process algebras [1, 9]; such an approach is however not completely sat
isfactory, as the splitting of the actions may significantly contribute to the classical state 
space explosion problem. 

In [18], an alternative definition of the ST-bisimulation has been proposed for prime event 
structures with silent moves; the main point of this definition is that it does not require 
anymore to split actions as previously, the partial order relation among events being used 
instead for determining the set of maxima! events in each configuration. The same idea has 
been used in [8] for defining the maximality preserving bisimulation on labelled P /T nets, 
and with the hypothesis that all visible actions are non atomic, the maximality preserving 
bisimulation coincides with the ST-bisimulation. 

In this pa per, we are therefore interested in extending this notion of maximality to process 
algebras, using the Basic LOTOS Formal description technique as a target language. The 
purpose of the paper is therefore twofold: (i) to provide a maximality-based operational 
semantics of LOTOS in terms of SOS-rules, and (ii) to define maximality-based bisimu
lations preserved under action refinement, which are the adaptation, within the proposed 
maximality-based framework, of the classical interleaving-based bisimulations defined by 
Milner and Park [11, 12]. 

Current approaches for performing action refinement on a wide spectrum specification 
language for distributed systems such as CCS, ACP, LOTOS or even Petri nets (1, 10, 7, 13] 
can be classified into two mains categories: (i) either the action refinement is performed by 
means of syntactical substitution, i.e. substituting a process for any action to be refined, 
(ii) or the action refinement is performed by using a new operator of the language. 

Performing action refinement by means of a syntactical substitution appears to be very 
natural and interesting. As already shown in (4], syntactic action refinement implies a 
careful analysis of synchronization issues, which is far from being obvious when multiway 
synchronization is to be dealt with, as it is the case for LOTOS. As the purpose of the 
paper is more oriented towards the demonstration of the interest of the maximality-based 
semantics, we will extend LOTOS with a refinement operator instead of performing syntac
tic action refinement as proposed in [14]. A similar approach has been developed in (3, 4] 
within a causality-based framework. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the maximality-based operational 
semantics of LOTOS in terms of SOS-rules. Section 3 presents the maximality-based op
erational semantics of LOTOSp which is the language extending LOTOS with a refinement 
operator. Section 4 investigates behavior equivalence preservation under action refinement, 
by considering strong and weak maximality-based equivalences, successively. Finally, some 
conclusions are drawn in section 5. 

For the lack of space, proofs are omitted in this paper, and can be found in [5]. 
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2 A Maximality-based Semantics for LOTOS 

2.1 Syntax of the language 

For illustrating aur approach aiming at providing a maximality-based semantics of a con
current language, we have chosen Basic LOTOS, i.e. the behavioral part of the LOTOS 
Formal description technique [2]. For convenience reasons, we have slightly modified the 
standard Basic LOTOS, first by omitting the LOTOS disrupt operator (with the purpose 
of simplifying the proofs provided in the paper), and second by using a CCS-like syntax for 
expressing recursive behaviors. 

Assuming these slight modifications, the operators to be dealt with are the following: 

• ; is the action prefix operator, 

• >> is the process enabling operator, 

• [] is the choice operator, 

• I[L]I is the general parallel operator, where L represents the finite list of synchroniza
tion gates on which the concurrent processes have to synchronize themselves, 

• f!ide L in E is the hiding operator, where L represents the finite list of gates which 
are to be hidden in E, 

• recX.E is the fixed-point recursive operator of CCS. 

Let 9 be a finite set of gates ranged over by o, and L stands for an arbitrary subset of 
g. Let also Act = g U { i} be the usual set of actions ranged over by a, b, · · ·, where i is the 

def 

LOTOS notation for the interna! action (i f/. 9). The successful termination action being 
noted b, let g+ = g U {5} be the set of the observable actions ranged over by o+, and let 
Act+ = Act U { 5} be the set of ali actions, ranged over by a+, b+, · · ·. Finally, let Var be 
a countable set of variables, ranged over by ···,X, Y, Z. The syntax of the language may 
then be defined by the following BNF-like grammar: 

E ::=stop 1 exit 1 X 1 a; E 1 E » E' 1 E[]E' 1 EI[L]IE' 1 hide LinE 1 recX.E 

Terms generated by this syntax are called behavior expressions. Let !, ranged over by 
E, F, · · ·, denote the set of ali behavior expressions. 

An occurrence of variable X is said tobe bound in E if it is within a term recX.E' in E, 
otherwise it is said to be free. E is said to be a closed behavior expression if the set of the 
free variables in E is empty. Let .C0 , ranged over by P, Q, · · ·, denote the set of all closed 
behavior expressions, or shortly "behaviors". 1 

1 In order to avoid excessive use of parentheses, the usual priority order for the above operators is 
assumed. Symbols III and 11 denote particular cases of the general parallel composition operator -I[LJI-, 
respectivefy when L = 0 and L = {}. 
Without any loss of generality with respect to the purpose of the paper, only closed behavior expressions 
are considered. 
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2.2 The intuition behind the maximality-based semantics 

Our motivation for defining a new semantics for LOTOS stems from the need of escaping 
from the interleaving semantics assumption that actions are atomic. The consequence of 
such an assumption is that the classical interleaving semantics is not adequate for per
forming action refinement in a convenient way, as it may be illustrated by the following 
example: 

P =a; stopillb; stop Q =a; b; stop[]b; a; stop 

Assuming an interleaving semantics, behaviors P and Q are strongly bisimilar; refining 
action a by a process offering actions a1 and a 2 in sequence leads to behaviors P' and Q' 
which are no more strongly bisimilar, since it is possible for P' to execute action b just after 
the occurrence of action at, which is not the case for process Q': 

Severa! alternative semantics have then be proposed in the literature, the so-called true 
concurrency semantics, which distinguish concurrency from a non deterministic sequential 
composition. Characterizing such semantics for resolving action refinement issues leads to 
defining behavioral equivalences to be preserved under action refinement, making further
more as few restrictions as possible on the manner actions are refined into processes. 

An interesting semantics in this direction is the ST-semantics, which has first been defined 
for Petri nets [17], and !ater translated to other models, like the prime event structures 
[16, 18]. For prime event structures, the ST-bisimulation has been proven tobe the coarsest 
relation preserved under action refinement [18], and it has also been applied to concrete 
process algebra [1, 9]. 

The key point of the ST-semantics consists in splitting each action into its start and its 
end, as illustrated below. Let a and g_ denote the start and the end of actiona respectively. 

Prf'vious behaviors P and Q may then be written as: 

P = a; g_; stoplllb; !!.; stop Q =a; g_; b; !!.; stop[]b; !!.; a; g_; stop 

lt becomes clear that, when using the interleaving transition relation, P and Q can now be 
distinguished (in other words, they are not anymore strongly bisimilar as previously). 

In [18], an alternative definition of the ST-bisimulation has been proposed for prime 
event structures; the main point of this new definition is that it does not require anymore 
to split actions as previously, the partial order relation among events being used instead for 
determining the set of maxima! events in each configuration; a configuration characterizes 
the state of a. system, i.e. the set of events which already occurred; maxima! events in a 
configuration are the events which ca.nnot be the cause of any other event present in the 
configura.tion. The same idea of ma.ximality has also been applied to P /T nets in [8]. The 
main interest of the maximality approach, in comparison with the classical ST-semantics 
approach, is that it is less prone to state space explosion problems, as splitting of actions 
is no more required. 

The purpose of this paper is therefore to show how this notion of maximality may be 
applied to the definition of a formal semantics of the LOTOS formal description technique, 
and to study how behavioral equivalences are preserved under action refinement within this 
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framework. The same approach may be translated easily to other languages, like CCS and 
CSP. 

The basic idea of the maximality approach consists in considering that each event cor
responds to the start of the execution of an action, instead of being associated with the 
complete occurrence of an action, as usually assumed in the classical interlea.ving semantics. 
Using names for identifying the events, system states are extended into system configura
tions, in which maxima! events are referenced. As sta.ted previously, maxima! events in a 
configuration are events which cannot be the cause of any other event (and consequently 
act ion) present in the configura.tion. In other words, maxima! events identify the start of 
the execution of the actions which may possibly be still executing in the current state of the 
system. As a consequence, configurations generalize system states as they make it possible 
(by referencing maxima! event names) to identify the set of actions which can concurrently 
be executing in the system states. 

In order to illustrate this notion of configuration, we provide in the sequel some very 
simple examples. Let us first consider the following derivation which may be applied to 
previous behavior P: 

P ~ {x}stoplll0[b; stop] 

.r being the event name identifying the start of action a, nothing can be stated in configura
tion {x)stoplll0[b; stop] about the termination of actiona; as a consequence, x is a maxima! 
event in this configura.tion (it is in fact the unique maxima! event in this configuration). 
Considering now a.ction b, the following derivation is possible: 

{x}stoplll0[b; stop] ~ {x)Stoplll {y)Stop 

y being the event name identifying the start of action b, nothing can be said about the 
termination of both actions a and b in configuration {:c}stoplll {y)stop; as a consequence, 
both x and y are maxima! events in this configuration. 

Let us now consider another derivation which may be applied to previous behavior Q: 

Q ~ {x}[b; stop] 

As previously, x identifies the unique maxima! event in configuration {"J[b; stop]; let us 
now consider the derivation of action b; it should be clear that the derivation of b is only 
possible once previous actiona has indeed terminated its execution (which corresponds to 
the action prefix semantics). Hence, as event x is no more maximal when the derivation 
of action b becomes possible, the unique maxima! event in the resulting configuration is y, 
which identifies the start of the execution of action b. The set of the maxima! events in 
t.lw resulting configura.tion has then been updated (by removing x and a.dding y), which 
justifies the following derivation: 

[ l {•)by 
{x} b; stop --+ {y)stop 

{x)by will be called an atom; it specifies explicitly the causal relationship which exists be
tween the start of the execution of act ion b (identified by event name y) and the termination 
of the action whose start of execution has previously been identified by event name x. 
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Note finally that configuration {y)stop is different from configuration {.x}stoplll {y}stop, 
as the first configuration highlights only one maxima! event (event name y), whereas two 
maxima! events ( event names x and y) are referenced in the second configuration. 

Based on the intuition introduced so far, the next paragraph introduces some formal 
definitions and notations, which will be used for providing the maximality-based operational 
semantics of LOTOS using the classical SOS style. 

2.3 The LOTOS Maximality-based Operational Semantics 

Definition 1 Let M be a countable set of event names; let · · ·, x, y, z range over M and 
/d M, N, · · · range over subsets of M. 

Then, an atom is defined as any triple Max E 2M x A X M with respect to some set of 
action A. Let AtmA denote the set of ali atoms with respect to A; the set of ali atoms with 
respect to Act is noted Atm, and we use a, /3, · · · to range over it; let Atm+ be the set of 
ali atoms with respect to Act+, and we use a+, j3+, · · · to range over it. 

Expressions like {xj[c; Hlllb; F] are calied configuration expressions and the set of configu
ration expressions is noted by C which is ranged over by [, :F, · · ·. [ is a el o sed configuration 
expression, shortly a configuration, if for ali terms M[E] in [, E is closed. Let finally Co 
denote the set of ali closed configurations. 

F'm·mally, the syntax of the configumtion expressions is characterized by the following 
HNF-like grammar: [ ::= M[E] 1 [ >'> [' 1 [ I[L]I• [ 1 hide• Lin[. 

Symbols I[L]I•, hide• and >'>,as well as 11" and 111•, are used to distinguish the operators 
applied to configuration expressions from the corresponding operators applied to LOTOS 
behavior expressions. 

Definition 2 The set of maxima/ event names (shortly called names) in configuration 
expression [ is noted M ax( E), and it is defined by induction on the structure of [ as 
.follows: 

Maa:( M[.t:]) = M 

Max([ >'> :F) = Max(E) U (Max(:F)- {x}) 
Max(EI[L]I.:F) = Max(E) u Max(:F) 

Max(hide• LinE)= Max(E) 

Definition 3 The substitution ofname y for name x in configuration [,in symbols y/x[, 
is defined inductively as follows: 

yjx M[Ej =: M•[Ej where M' = { 11(~- {x}) U {y} if x E M 
'1 otherwise 

1 C' z :F- { yjxE>'>y/x:F if xj.z 
y X">> = z 

yjx[ >> :F otherwise 
yj.r (EI[L]I.:F) = yfx EI[L]I•y/x :F 
yjx hide• Lin [ = hide• Lin y/x [ 

Definition 4 Let function E\N aiming at eliminating a set of names N from configuration 
[ be defined inductively as follows: 

M[E]\N =: M-N[Ej (EI[L]I.:F)\N = E\NI[L]I.:F\N 
(hide• Lin E)\N = hide• Lin [\N (E >> :F)\N = E\N >> :F\(N- {x}) 
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Definition 5 The maximality-based transition relation --+~ C0 x Atm+ x Co is defined 
as the least relation satisfying the Jollowing rules: 

(1) M•• Vx (2) M"• Vx 
M(e:rit)- I•J(stop) M(a;P)- {<j[P) 

(3) 

% a+ 
(4.a) ..;[P)» {<)[Q]-'P 'P M"''P' 

-"'-":....<.:..:-"'.l.!.C!C+;-.:.... ( 4.b) • M-;;' • Vz ~ (Max('P')- {x}) U (Max(Q)- {y}) 
M[P»Q)~'P 'P»Q- zfx'P'»Q 

."~.", r 11[ 11' r la+ (4.c) • Vz~Max(Q)-{y} (5.a) MP L M~+-'P 
'P»Q !!!.J zfyQ M[P)[L]IQ]-'P 

1" ~:z'P' 
(S.b) 'P)[L])•Q ~yfx'P')[LJI"Q\M Q)[L])•'P ~Q\M)[LJI"y/x'P' if a~LU{6} 

Vy ~ (Ma:r('P')- {:z;}) u Ma:z;(Q\M) 

(5.c) 'P ~·'P' Q ~ Q' Vz ~ (Ma:z;('P'\N)- {:z;}) U (Max(Q'\M)- {y}) 
'P)[L]i•Q M~"'zfx'P'\N)[Lll•zfyQ'\M if aeLu{6} 

+ 
(6.a) hide• Lin M[P)~'P 

M[hide L in P)~'P 
1' ~.", 

(6.b) hide' Lin 1' M_!zhide' Lin 1" 1 if a~L hide' Lin 'P ~hide' Lin 1' 1 if aEL 
a+ 

(7) M[[recX.P/X);1-'P 

M[recX.P)-'P 

Some explanations of the previous rules are provided in the sequel: 
R.ule ( 1) characterizes the semantics of the successful termination of a configuration; 

the set of maxima! events in configuration M[exit] is M, and x characterizes the event 
associated with the start of action b; notice that, in the resulting configuration, only event 

x is maxima!, as the successful termination ( exit ~) depends on the termination of all 
other actions (i.e. the actions whose start events belong to M. 

Rule (2) characterizes the semantics of the action prefix operator; as the start of action a 
depends on the termination of all the actions associated with the maxima! events in M, only 
x, the event name associated with the start of actiona, is a maxima! event in configuration 
{:z;}[P]. 

Rule (3) characterizes the semantics of the choice operator; it is a direct adaptation to 
configurations of the classical inference rule defined for behavior expressions in the LOTOS 
operational semantics. 

Rules ( 4.a.b.c) characterize the semantics of the enabling operator and require a more 
detailed explanation: rule ( 4.a) relates the enabling operator (>>) applied to behavior 

expressions to the corresponding operator (>'>) applied to configurations; configuration 

M[P] >'> {x}[Q] means that any action in Q depends on the termination of P, where it 
is to be noted that x is not a maxima! event name (which a posteriori justifies definition 

2); rule (4.b) states that any action which may start from P may also start from P >~ Q, 
where z should be different from the maxima! events in Q; rule (4.c) states that, when 
P t.<'rrnina.tes surcessfully and when the occurrence of b makes the events in M to be not 
a.nymore maxima!, then there is a silent move from P >'> Q to Q. 

R.ules (5.a.b.c) cha.ra.cterize the semantics of the para.llel composition operator; rule (5.a) 
relates the parallel composition operator applied to behavior expressions to the correspond
ing operator applied to configurations; to explain rules (5.b) and (5.c), Jet us consider the 
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following example, in which it is assumed tha.t the set of the maxima! events in configuration 
P is empty: 

P = 0[a; c; d; stop]l[c]l• 0[b; c; e; stop] 

In this configuration, actions a and b are enabled and may then start executing; Jet x 
( respectively y) be the event name associated with the start of the execution of act ion a 
(respectively action b), then the following derivations may be obtained by applying rule 
(5.b) twice: 

P ~ {x}[c;d;stop]l[c]l• 0[b;c;e;stop] ~ {x}[c;d;stop] l[c]l• {y}[c;e;stop] 

------------- ------------s S 1 

It ma.y now be seen that a synchronization on gate c may take place, as soon as both actions 
a a.nd b are terminated; performing the synchronization implies starting the execution of 
action c (identified by event name z) which is consequently the only maxima! event in the 
resulting configuration, as shown when applying rule (5.c): 

{x}[c;d;stop]l[c]l• {y}[c;e;stop] {~' {z}[d;stop] l[c)l• {z}[e;stop] 

Note that the causal dependency between action c and both actions a and b is expressed in 
the inference rule by means of atom {x,y}Czi note furthermore, that name z could have been 
chosen equal to either x or y without any ambiguity within the context of the resulting 
configuration. 

Let us now assume that action d might start its execution, implying therefore that action 
c ha.s terminated its execution, and consequently that z is not anymore a maxima! event; 
in the resulting configuration, name z has then to be eliminated at both sides (see the use 
of the [\M function). Applying therefore rule (5.b) leads to the following derivation: 

{z}[d; stop] l[c)l• {z}[e; stop] ~ {t}[stop] l[c)j• 0[e; stop] 

Rules (6.a.b) and (7) are finally straightforward, as they merely extend to configurations 
the classical LOTOS inference rules defined on behavior expressions. 

Remark 1 Note that the choice of event names can be made unique; as set M is countable, 
then there is a bijection h : M -> IN, and then the order among elements of IN can be 
translated to elements of M, by stating that for x,y E M, x ::;M y iff h(x)::; h(y); this 
order being well founded, then one strategy for· choosing an event name consists in selecting 
the least one satisfying the transition rule. 

3 Extending the language with an action refinement 
operator 

In [14), we have proposed a general solution for performing action refinement as a syntac
tic replacement of actions by processes. However, as the main emphasis of the paper is 
on showing the interest of the maximality semantics for performing action refinement in 
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LOTOS, we will merely consider a refinement approach based on the introduction into the 
la.nguage of a. specific refinement operator, leading to language LOTOSp. This approach may 
be proven to be semantica.lly equiva.lent to the syntactic refinement proposition formalized 
in [14]. 

Definit ion 6 The syntax of LOTOS" is characterized by the following BNF-like gram mar: 
E ::=stop 1 exit 1 X 1 a; E lE» E' 1 E[]E' 1 Ej[L]IE' 1 hide LinE 1 recX.E 1 p(o, E, E') 

Definit ion 7 The syntax of the configurations is extended by introducing operator p• which 
plays for the configurations the counterpart of the p operator defined on the behavior ex

pressions: & ::= M[E]I & >'> &' 1 &j[L]j"& 1 hide" Lin & 1 p"(o,E,&) 

Definition 8 The set of maxima[ event names in configuration &, in symbols Max(&), is 
defined by induction on the structure of & as in definition 2 to which the following rule is 
added: M ax(p"( a, P, &) ) = M ax(&). 

Definition 9 To deal with maxima[ event name substitution, definition 3 is extended as 
follows: yfx p"(a,P,&) = p"(a,P,yfx&). 

Definition 10 Function &\N is extended to the refinement operator by adding the follow
ing rule: p"(a,P,&)\N = p"(a,P,&\N). 

It is assumed tha.t the refining process P ca.nnot exhibit any deriva.tion sequence like 

0[P] ~ .. · ~~ P'. This hypothesis seems to be very accepta.ble, as there is no 
practica! interest in refining an observa.ble a.ction by a. process which can only execute a. 
sequence of interna.! actions before its successful termination. 

The maxima.lity-based operational semantics of LOTOS" may now be formalized. 

Definition 11 The maximality-based transition relation --+~ C0 x Atm+ xC0 is defined as 
the least relation satisfying the rules stated in definition 5 with the addition of the following 
rules: 

(8.a) p'(a,P,M[Q])a+ p 

M[p(a,P,Q)]~P 

+ 
(S.b) ----"'Q~~-•z,__,Q.._' __ _ 

Mb+ 
p'(a,P,Q) --f p'(a,P,Q') if a~b+ 

(s.c) Q~Q' o[P]~'P' -""---'-"'-:-.:---":!=--'---_:_:_- Vz Il Max(Q')- {x} 
p'(a,P,Q) ~ z/y'P'>>p•(a,P,Q') 

QMa;Q' 
(4.d) r-- VzjlMax('P)UMax(Q')-{:r:}U{y} 

'P>~<il~ 'P>~zfxQ' if yjlM 

Rule (S.a) relates refinement operator p applied to behavior expressions to the corre
sponding operator p• a.pplied to configurations. 

Rule (S.b) states that whenever action b starts its execution in configuration Q, this 
a.ction is trea.ted as an ordina.ry a.ction, as soon as it is not refined. 

Rule (S.c) a.ddresses the case of a refined a.ction; if action a starts its execution in con
figuration Q, then this a.ction is replaced by the behavior of the refining process (process 
P); note that the concurrency between the refining process and the actions which were 
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concurrent with action a is to be preserved. To illustrate this point, Jet us analyze the 
following example: Q = 0[a; b; stop] III" 0[c; d; stop] with P = e; f; exit. Then, 

Q ~ {x}[b; stop] III• 0[c; d; stop] and 0[P] ~ {y}[f; exit] 

which implies, by applying rule (S.c), that: 

p•(a,P,Q) ~ {y}[f;exit] >'> p•(a,P, {x}[b;stop]lil"0[c;d;stop]) 

n 

Rule (4.d) can now be applied in order to state that action c is concurrent with action f; 
the following derivation is then possible: 

R ~ {y}[f;exit] >'> p•(a,P, {x}[b;stopJIII" {z}[d;stop]) 

Definition 12 A configuration E: is said tobe initial, if Max(E:) = 0. Given some behavior 
expression E, the initial configuration associated with E is noted 0[E]. 

+ Lemma 1 For any configuration E:, if E: ~ &' then M ax( E:') =J 0. 

Lemma 2 Given some behavior exp1·ession E, and a (possibly empty) sequence of deriva
tions from the initial configuration associated with E, 0[E] = &o ----+ · · · ----> E:n, then for 
any j = O .. n and any subterm M[F] in E:j, Card(M)::; 1. 

This lemma means that any event which occurs from F has at most one local cause; this 
point may also be stated as follows: 

• if M = { x}, then x is the event name associated with the start of the act ion which is 
the local cause of F; 

• if M = 0, then the action which was the local cause of F (if any) has already termi
na.ted its execution. 

4 The Maximality-based semantics and Action Re
finement 

This section is devoted to the study of behavioral equivalence preservation under action 
refinement. This issue may be stated as follows: assuming two LOTOS specifications S1 

aud S2 which are equivalent in some sense, and applying the same refinement to both 
specifica.tions, are the resulting specifications p( a, P, S1 ) and p( a, P, S2 ) sti il equivalent in 
the same sense ? 

Two main equivalences are considered in this section, namely the strong and the weak 
maximality-based bisimulation equivalences. These bisimulations are the adaptation, within 
the proposed maximality-based framework, of the classical interleaving-based bisimulation 
equivalences defined by Milner and Park [11, 12]. They correspond to the ST-bisimulations 
respectively without (the case of the strong equivalence) and with (the case of the weak 
equivalence) making abstraction of the silent actions. The notion of maxima! event intro
duced previously is used for defining the equivalences, instead of splitting actions as it has 
been done in the initial definition of the ST-bisimulations. 
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4.1 Strong Maximality-based bisimulation 

Definition 13 Let ~ <;;; Ca x Ca x 'S be a relation between configurations, where 'S <;;; 2MxM 

is a set of bijections. Then let IF: Rei( Ca) ----> Rel(Ca) be a function defined as follows: 2 

(P, Q, f) E JF(~) i.ff: 

l. whenever P d P', there is Q d Q' such that: 

(a} for any u E Max(P), ifu rj. M and f(u) E Max(Q), then f(u) rj. N; 

(b) for some v, w E M, { v fxP', wfyQ', Jr(M ax(P')- { x} U /-1 (111 ax( Q')- {y} )) U 
{(v,w)})E~; 

2. whenever Q d Q', there is P d P' such that: 

(a} for any u E Max(Q), ifu rj. N and f- 1 (u) E Max(P), then f- 1 (u) rj. M; 

(b) for some v,w E M, (vfxP',wfyQ', Jr(Max(P')- {x} uj-1 (Max(Q')- {y}))U 
{(v,w)}) E ~-

~ is called a strong maximality-based bisimulation i.ff ~ E JF(~). lf (P, Q, f) E ~for 

some strong maximality-based bisimulation ~' then configurations P and Q are said to be 
strongly maximality-based bisimilar, in symbols P~m Q. 3 

In order to !ater prove some interesting properties of the strong maximality-based bisim
ulation, let us first define the composition of maximality-based relations. 

Definition 14 Let ~<;;;Ca x Ca x 'S, then 
ldc0 = {(P,P,ldM[Max(P)) : PE Ca}. ~- 1 = {(Q,P,/-1): (P,Q,f) E ~} 

Proposition 1 Assuming that each ~i (i = 1, 2, · · ·) be a strong maximality-based bisim
ulation, then the following relations a1·e ali strong maximality-based bisimulations: 

(1) ldc0 (2) ~il (3) u ~i 
iEI 

Definition 15 Let ~1 , ~2 <;;;Ca xCa x 'S such that for any (P~, Q1, ft) E ~~ and (P2, Q2, /2) E 
~2. Dom(JJ) n Dom(/2) = 0 and Cod(JI) n Cod(h) = 0. 
~ = ~~~2 = {(P,R,f): 3(P,QJ,/t) E ~~ 1\ (Q2,R,h) E ~2} such that for some 

bijection h: Max(Q!) ----> Max(Q 2 ) : h(QJ) = Q2 4 , f = F1 U F2 U F3 U F4 U Fs where 
F1 = {(u,v) E /J u E Max(P) 1\ v rj. Max(Q!)} 
F2 = {(u,v) E /2 u rţ Max(Q2) 1\ vE Max(R)} 
F3 = {(u,v) u E Max(P) 1\ vE Max(R) 1\ 

/1(u) E Max(Qt) 1\ v = h(h(ft(u)))} 
F4 = {(u,v) u E Max(P) 1\ vE Cod(/2)- Max(R) 1\ 

f 1(u) E Max(Q!) 1\ v = h(h{f1(u)))} 
Fs = {(u,v) vE Max(R) 1\ u E Dom(ft)- Max(P) 1\ 

fJ(u) E Max(QJ) 1\ v = h(h{f1(u)))} 
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Figure 1: Composition of maximality-based relations 

Proposition 2 Let ~1 , ~2 ~ C0 x C0 x ~ be two strong maximality-based bisimulations, 

such that for any (P,, Q,, ft) E ~~ and (P2, Q2, h) E ~2, Dom(!,) n Dom(h) = 0 and 

Cod(f1 ) n Cod(h) = 0. Then ~1~2 is also a strong maximality-based bisimulation. 

The following definition generalizes the strong maximality-based bisimulation between 

configurations to LOTOS behavior expressions. 

Definition 16 Two behavior expressions P and Q are said to be strongly maximality-based 

bisimilar, in symbols P"'mQ, if 0[P]"'m 0[Q], which may also be expressed as follows: 

"'m = U{~: ~ is a strong maximaiity- based bisimulation} 

Proposition 3 "'m is an equivalence relation. 

The next proposition states that the st rong maximality-based bisimulation is preserved 

wheu refining configurations. 

Proposition 4 For any P, Q E Co, a E 9 and PE .Co, ifP"'mQ then p"(a, P, P)"'mP"(a, P, Q). 

The next coroliary states that the strong maximality-based bisimulation is also preserved 

when refining LOTOS behavior expressions. 

Corollary 1 For any P, Q, R E .Co and a E 9, if Q"'mR then p(a, P, Q)"'mP(a, P, R) . 

4.2 Weak Maximality-based bisimulation 

As the strong maximality-based bisimulation does not abstract from the interna! (silent) 

actions, its usefulness is limited when one is interested in designing systems based on action 

refinement. For this reason, a weak version of the maximality-based bisimulation is proposed 

and also shown to be preserved under action refinement. 

2 Rei(Co) <; 2Co xCo x tl is a set of relations 
3 Jr X is the usual restriction of the function f to set X . 
4 For Q E C0 , h(Q) is the renaming of elements of Max(Q) according to h 
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Definition 17 Let M; be a countable set of maxima[ unobservable event names, with the 
hypothesis that M; n M = 00 Let furthermore 111, N, o o o range over M U M;o 

Transition relation ---+ is extended to the new set of maxima[ event names (ioeo --+c::;; 

Cu x 2MuM, x Act+ x M X Co)o 

Definition 18 Let AtmA, ranged over by v, be the set ali atoms with respect to set g+ of 
def 

the visible actionso Let us furthermore assume a distinguished symbol f ~ AtmA to express 
an invisible evolutiono 

Definition 19 The weak maximality-based transition relation --+-+c::;; C0 X AtmA U { f} x C0 

is defined as the least relation satisfying the following rules: 
e~e'.....!....e" 

e-!...eu 

In the sequel, the transition ~ will be noted --+-+o 

e--!.-.e'~E" 
e...::.....eu 

Definition 20 Function vis : Co -----> 2M is defined as: vis(P) = M ax('P) n M o 

Definition 21 Let ~ c::;; C0 x C0 x 8' be a relation between configurationso Then, let IF' : 
Rel(Co) ---+ Rel(Co) be a function defined as follows: (P, Q, f) E IF'i(~) i.IJ: 

10 whenever P --+-+ P', there is Q --+-+ Q' such that for any u E vis(P), if u E vis(P') 
and f( u) E vis( Q), then f( u) E vis( Q') and (P', Q', fr vis(P') U f- 1(vis( Q'))) E ~; 

+ + 
20 whenever P ~ 'P', there is Q ~ Q' such that: 

{a) for any u E vis(P), if u =J x and u E vis(P') and f(u) E vis(Q), then f(u) =J y 
and f( u) E vis( Q'); 

(b) for some v,w E M, (v/xP',wjyQ',Jr(vis(P')- {x} U f- 1 (vis(Q')- {y})) U 

{(v,w)}) E ~; 

01° whenever Q--+-+ Q', th.ere isP->--+ P' such thatforanyv E vis(Q) ifv E vis(Q') and 
f- 1(v) E vis(P), then f- 1 (v) E vis(P') and (P', Q', frvis(P') u f- 1 (vis(Q'))) E ~; 

+ + 
4 o whenever Q ~ Q', the1·e is P ~ P' such that: 

(a) for any v E vis(Q), if v =J y and v E vis(Q') and f- 1 (v) E vis(P), then 
f- 1 (v) =J X and r 1 (v) E vis(P'); 

(b) for some v,w E M, (vfxP',wfyQ',frvis(P')- {x} U f- 1(vis(Q')- {y}) U 

{(v,w)})E~; 

~ is called a weak maximality-based bisimulation i.IJ~ E IF'i(~)o lf(P, Q,!) E ~for some 
weak maximality-based bisimulation ~. then P and Q are said to be weakly maximality-based 
bisimilar, in symbols P';:;:!mQo 
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Proposition 5 Propositions 1 and 2 remain true for the weak maximality-based bisimu
lations, assuming that M ax is replaced by vis in de finition 15, and that h : M ax( Q1 ) ---+ 

Max(Q2 ) respects M and M;. 

The following definition generalizes the weak maximality-based bisimulation between 
configurations to LOTOS behavior expressions. 

Definition 22 Two behavior expressions P and Q are said to be weakly maximality-based 
bisimilar, in symbols P~mQ, if 0[P]~m 0[Q]. This may be equivalent expressed as follows: 

~m = U{~: ~ is a weak maximality- based bisimulation} 

Proposition 6 ~m is an equivalence relation. 

The next proposition states that the weak maximality-based bisimulation is preserved 
when refining configurations. 

Proposition 7 For any'P, Q E Co, a E g and PE Co, if'P~mQ then p"(a, P, P)~mP"(a, P, Q). 

The next corollary states that the weak maximality-based bisimulation is also preserved 
when refining LOTOS behavior expressions. 

Corollary 2 For any P, Q, RE Co and a E 9, ifQ~mR then p(a,P,Q)~mp(a,P,R). 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have defined a maximality-based operational semantics for the LOTOS 
language extended by an action refinement operator. A strong maximality-based bisimula
tion has been defined and proven to be preserved under action refinement. It corresponds 
to the interleaving ST-bisimulation but the notion of maxima! events has been used instead 
of the action splitting technique. 

This bisimulation relation has been extended by making it possible to abstract from 
some actions, leading therefore to the weak maximality-based bisimulation. This relation 
corresponds to the adaptation of the ST-bisimulation, defined on labelled prime event 
structures, which abstracts from silent actions [18]. This bisimulation relation has also 
been proven to be preserved under action refinement. 

As previously mentioned in the paper, the interest in defining such a maximality-based 
semantics is to overcome the potential state space explosion induced by the action splitting 
technique which itself aims at escaping from the action atomicity assumption. 

To be convinced, Jet us consider the behavior graphs presented in figure 2 which corre
spond both to behavior P = a; stop III b; stop, the left and right graphs being respectively 
constructed by means of the splitting and the maximality techniques. Note furthermore 
tha.t the right graph may be constructed in an unique manner by using an adequate.strategy 
for choosing event names (as discussed in remark 1). 
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Figure 2: Behavior state graphs 
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Another interesting point is related to the relationship between the causality-based se
mantics previously proposed for LOTOSp in [4] and the maximality-based semantics de
veloped here. In [4], it has been proven that a weak bisimulation relation, namely the 
branching causality-based bisimulation, is preserved under action refinement, as it is the 
case for the weak maximality-based bisimulation defined in this paper. Comparing these 
weak bisimulation relations, it may be seen that the weak maximality-based bisimulation is 
indeed weaker than the branching-causality-based bisimulation, in the sense that it distin
guishes less behaviors. As an example, the following behaviors are weakly maximality-based 
bisimilar, but they are not branching causality-based bisimilar: 

P = a; stop [] i; b; stop and Q = P [] b;stop 

Current work on this topic deals with the definition of a maximality-based semantics for 
an extended Basic LOTOS [14] able to support syntactic action refinement, which appears, 
from a practica! point of view, much more interesting than the action refinement operator 
considered in this paper. Current results suggest that the two approaches are semantically 
eyuivalent, as far as action refinement is considered. 
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